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Abstract
The use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is an appropriate tool for studying 
colloids in a non-invasive manner. Droplet size distributions and one-dimensional 
sample profiles are readily produced to characterize an emulsion, its stability, the 
size distribution of the dispersed phase, and rheological behavior with respect to 
parameters as temperature and/or water cut. Here, we present pulsed field Grgdient 
NMR methods that improve the performance as compared to existing methods. In 
particular, the so-called multi-echo approach is introduced to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio significantly making it possible to characterize emulsions in a minute or 
less. Thus, any evolution that takes place in the order of just a few minutes can be 
monitored. In addition to the multi-echo approach, an improved method for deter-
mining the droplet size distribution from a residual emulsion, i.e., in the presence of 
a bulk water phase, is presented.

1 Introduction

51 years ago, Packer and Rees [1] presented their method for determining droplet 
size distributions of water in oil emulsions by NMR. Over the years, improvements 
have been made to improve the characterization of the emulsions [2–7], and com-
mon for most of these methods is that the oil signal is removed using an inversion 
recovery sequence. In 2010, an approach was presented [8], which did not assume 
a pre-determined shape of the droplet size distribution and did not require a sin-
gle component  T1 to suppress the NMR signal from the oil phase. This method 
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combines diffusion with surface relaxation measurements to produce the droplet 
size distribution. To suppress the oil phase, a stimulated echo sequence was used 
as a preparatory sequence where the z-storage time, Δ, was set so long that the oil 
phase would relax back to thermal equilibrium. Then one assumes a significant dif-
ference in relaxation times between the water and oil phase, where the oil phase 
is assumed to have a shorter relaxation time than the water phase. This approach 
was also applied by Fridjonson et.al [9] to suppress the signal from crude oils with 
shorter relaxation times from the stimulated echo part of the NMR sequence while 
using the  T1 nulling from the inversion recovery part of the NMR sequence to get 
rid of the main component in the crude with the longest relaxation time.

When the difference in the relaxation times is small, the water signal intensity, 
from which the droplet size distributions (DSD) and profiles are extracted, is less 
intense especially for emulsions of low water content. Consequently, it may take on 
the order of 10–30  min to achieve a proper signal-to-noise ratio to determine the 
DSD and/or the 1D-image (profile) of the water phase, which is quite lengthy for a 
sample undergoing time-dependent morphological changes. If one is interested in 
characterizing unstable emulsions on the path to separated water and oil phases, it 
would not be possible with the existing methods [7–11] if the difference in the relax-
ation times of the oil and water phases was too close. One solution could be to add a 
relaxation agent to one of the phases, but this would perturb the emulsion prior to its 
characterization.

Our solution to the challenge of poor signal-to-noise ratio in the low-resolution 
NMR measurements is to introduce a multi-echo approach for improving the signal 
to noise significantly, both for the profile and DSD experiments. This can be done 
because the encoding parts of the profile and DSD sequences are run in just a few 
milliseconds while the relaxation time of the water phase is of the order of hundreds 
of milliseconds. Thus, the pulse sequence can be looped so that the acquisition can 
be repeated several times and signal to noise is reduced by combining the acqui-
sitions before processing. As will be shown in the following, this may reduce the 
acquisition time to the order of less than a minute for systems where there is a sig-
nificant overlap in the relaxation times between the oil and water phases.

2  Theory

In Sects. 2.1–2.3, the theory for characterization of emulsions with respect to deter-
mining one-dimensional image and droplet size distributions [7, 8, 10, 11] is recap-
tured and the improvements of the methods using the multi-echo approach are found 
in Sects. 2.2.1, 2.3.1, and 2.4 using a synthetic emulsion of 10% water cut. The syn-
thetic emulsion was composed by a high viscous model oil (Primol 352 from Brenn-
tag Nordic A/S) mixed with a surfactant (Span 80 from Fluka) and water to form 
stable emulsion with a water cut of 10%.
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2.1  Suppression of the Oil Phase and Quantification of the Water Phase

In low-resolution NMR, there is no spectral resolution between the oil and water 
phase, as the Fourier transform of the NMR signal following a 90-degree radio fre-
quency (RF)-excitation pulse produces a relatively broad peak that includes both 
the oil and water signals from the emulsion. There are several options for resolv-
ing the water signal from the oil signal making use of the significant differences 
in relaxation times, diffusion coefficient, and/or their temperature dependencies 
[7]. Here, a significant difference in the longitudinal relaxation time,  T1, of the two 
phases is assumed and then a stimulated echo (STE) sequence can be used to sup-
press the oil phase with the shorter  T1.The z-storage delay between the second and 
third 90-degree pulses in the STE sequence (Fig. 1) is then increased until the signal 
from the oil phase has relaxed back to thermal equilibrium. Thereafter, the remain-
ing water signal is brought back to the transverse plane and the emulsion charac-
terization sequences can be applied on the water phase only. Figure  2 shows the 

Fig. 1  The combined spoiler recovery delay–stimulated echo–Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill (SRD–STE–
CPMG) sequence. The SRD part of the sequence is used to reduce the recycle delay of 5 times  T1, the 
STE is used for suppressing the signal from the oil phase, and the CPMG part of the sequence is used for 
determining the attenuation due to  T2 relaxation

Fig. 2  The  T2 distributions arising from the SRD–STE–CPMG using two values on the z-storage delay 
Δ, 0.01 s and 1 s (FB) and 0.01 s and 1.5 s (SB) where the samples are tempered to 20 °C. When apply-
ing the longest Δ, 38% of the water phase in the FB emulsion remains while 35% remains in the SB 
emulsion
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 T2 distribution from the CPMG data acquired from two types of butter using two 
z-storage delays, one short (0.010  s) and one long (1  s and 1.5  s). At the shorter 
delay, there is both signal from the oil and water phase, but as the delay is set long 
enough, the oil signal vanishes. As can be seen from the position of the oil peak, the 
suppression time (z-storage delay) must be set differently for the two types of butter. 
Also, significant amounts of water signal are lost, so the lesser difference there is in 
 T1 values between the two phases, the noisier the data for emulsion characterization 
will be. Other techniques may be applied in cases where the water signal becomes 
too weak and there is too much overlap between the two phases. One way is to apply 
the significant difference in the root mean squared displacement between the water 
trapped inside a droplet and the oil phase that may diffuse over much larger dis-
tances in comparison [7].

To be able to characterize the emulsions properly, the oil and water phases should 
be quantified. This is done by applying the ordinary CPMG sequence on the emul-
sion which is cooled down to a temperature where the  T2 distributions from the 
two phases are clearly separated. In Fig. 3, the  T2 distributions arising from the two 
emulsions tempered to 0 °C are shown. From the areas of the two separated peaks, 
it is found that the FB emulsion contains 21.0% of water while the SB emulsion 
contains 19.5% of water. The ~ 2% of solid components dissolved in the water phase 
(protein and carbohydrates) are then accounted for.

To resolve the water phase from the oil phase, the suppression time Δ must be 
found for each temperature the emulsions is  to be characterized. This is shown in 
Fig. 2, where the Δ is increased from 0.010 s until the oil phase vanishes in the  T2 
distribution. At a temperature of 20 °C, the Δ is found to be 1.0 s for the FB emul-
sion while it is 1.5 s for the SB emulsion. Δ will have to be increased when increas-
ing the temperature at which the emulsions are to be characterized.

2.2  Determining the One‑Dimensional Image Using the Multi‑Echo Approach

The one-dimensional profile of the water in the emulsion is measured by acquiring 
a spin echo signal in the presence of a read gradient. Consider the spectral func-
tion f(ω) that reflects the normalized Fourier transform of the NMR signal and the 

Fig. 3  The  T2 distributions arising from the ordinary CPMG applied on the FB (left plot) and SB (right 
plot) emulsions tempered to 0 °C
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normalized spin density projection along the direction of the magnetic field gradient 
g, ρz , as follows [12]

When applying a magnetic field gradient during the acquisition of the NMR signal, 
we are then able to produce a position-dependent NMR signal by applying the Fou-
rier transform on the acquisition as indicated in Fig. 4.

2.2.1  The Multi‑Echo Profile Approach

Figure  5 shows the multi-echo approach where the sequence combines three 
parts of different motivation. The SRD part is used to excite the sample without 
the need for spending five times the longest  T1 between the accumulating scans. 
When studying unstable systems, one may apply a spoiler recovery delay (SRD) 
that may be less than  5T1, for example,  T1 to gain 73.2% (single  T1 value) of the 

(4)f(ω) =
ρz

γg

Fig. 4  The principle of measuring a one-dimensional image /profile. The sample is subjected to an acqui-
sition of a spin echo signal during the application of a constant magnetic field gradient. The Fourier 
transform of this signal, f (�) , will produce a spectrum where the frequency-dependent signal correlates 
to the position of the signal in the sample

Fig. 5  The combined SRD–STE–Multi-Gradient Spin Echo (MGSE) sequence
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initial NMR signal to be applied in the two last parts of the sequence. The SRD 
duration will depend on the other two parts of the sequence with the STE of par-
ticular importance. The suppression time Δ, the STE part of the sequence, will 
further reduce the NMR signal available for emulsion characterization. For the 
FB and SB emulsions, the remaining signal after suppression of the oil phase was 
38% and 35%, respectively. Using an SRD of  T1 leaves 27.8% and 25.6% of the 
initial water signal from emulsions FB and SB, respectively. Then the remaining 
water signal available for emulsion characterization is approximately a quarter of 
the initial water signal.

The third part consists of the multi gradient spin echo (MESE) sequence. After 
acquiring the first spin echo during a constant gradient, a gradient pulse (G3) of 
opposite polarity is applied before the gradient spin echo sequence is repeated. 
The strength of G3 is adjusted such that the second and the following echoes are 
centered at the right position and with maximum intensity. Then if eight ech-
oes are acquired and combined to form one echo, the signal intensity should 
in principle equal that of an ordinary profile experiment with recycle delay of 
 5T1 and suppression time Δ set to 0. In Fig. 6, the spin echoes acquired with the 
SRD–STE–MGSE are shown. To produce the water phase profile, eight spin ech-
oes are added point by point, and then subjected to a Fourier transform.

In Fig. 7, the result from the application of the SRD–STE–MGSE sequence on 
a system with poor signal-to-noise ratio is shown. With one echo only, a region 
slightly above the noise level can be identified. When recording 48 echoes, the 
water profile is easily identified and well above the noise level. This shows the 
power of the multi-echo approach: where an ordinary profile experiment cannot 
resolve the profile from the noise, the multi-echo approach can using approxi-
mately the same acquisition time.

Fig. 6  The acquisition of eight spin echoes in the presence of a constant gradient and a refocusing G3 
gradient pulse
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2.3  Determining the Droplet Size Distribution via Surface Relaxivity

The size determination of water droplets in an emulsion presented here is based 
on the combined diffusion and  T2 relaxation time experiments [7, 8, 10, 11]. Dif-
fusion experiment at short observation times may provide a measure of the aver-
age surface-to-volume ratio, S/V, as given by Mitra et.al. [13]

where D(t) is the time-dependent apparent restricted diffusion coefficient, D
0
 is the 

unrestricted diffusion coefficient in bulk fluid, t is the observation time, and S∕V is 
the surface-to-volume ratio. The latter term correlates to the droplet radius R when 
assuming spherically shaped droplets. From a CPMG experiment, a distribution of 
relaxation times can be found for the water droplets, and the  T2 value may relate to 
the product of the surface relaxivity, ρ , and S∕V

Combining these two experiments, we get a distribution F(d) for the droplet 
diameter

where ξi is the fractional intensity at a given diameter di and T
2
 is the average value 

of the relaxation time found from the  T2 distribution and S

V
 is the surface-to-volume 

ratio as found from the diffusion experiment at short observation times. Higher order 
terms of the expansion in Eq.  5 are required in the case of small droplets. Alter-
natively, one can then perform a diffusion experiment at longer observation times, 
where the attenuation of the NMR signal can be written as

(5)
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Fig. 7  The comparison of profiles acquired with 1 and 48 echoes. The SRD and Δ were chosen in the 
SRD–STE–MGSE sequence such that there was hardly any signal remaining from a sample of bulk water
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For this equation to be valid, the unrestricted root of mean squared displacement 
must be much larger than the droplet radius R

It can then be shown that the distribution for the droplet diameter is written as

Here 1

T2

2

 is the average value of the inverse of the square of the  T2 distribution and T2

2
 

is the average value of the square of the  T2 distribution.
Equations  5 and 8 resolve the average value for the droplet size from the sur-

face relaxivity term. Then it becomes possible to produce a distribution of drop-
let sizes by combining the PFG NMR diffusion experiment with the  T2 relaxation 
time experiment. We have chosen to make use of the bipolar pulsed field gradient 
spin echo sequence [14] to reduce the impact from eddy current transients and hav-
ing as short an observation time as possible. The latter is important for the Mitra 
expansion given in Eq. 5 to be valid. Also, in the attenuation of the echo signal due 
to the incrementing pulsed field gradients, we focus on the initial decay where we 
may apply the second cumulant approximation [15] and leaving out the higher order 
terms of the applied gradient when determining the apparent diffusion coefficient.

2.3.1  The Multi‑Echo DSD Method

In Fig. 8, the combined SRD–pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE)–STE–CPMG 
sequence is shown. The PFGSE part of the sequence is applied to determine the 
apparent diffusion coefficient which may relate to the droplet size according to Eq. 5. 

(8)
I

I
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Fig. 8  The combined SRD–PFGSE–STE–CPMG sequence. The SRD part of the sequence excites the 
system using a SRD value that can be set shorter than five times Δ, the PFGSE part of the sequence per-
forms a diffusion decoding of the NMR signal, STE part of the sequence with Δ allows the oil phase to 
relax back to thermal equilibrium and the CPMG part of the sequence improves the signal to noise
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The STE part of the sequence is applied to suppress the signal from the oil phase by 
applying an appropriately long Δ. The CPMG part of the sequence is applied to 
enhance signal-to-noise ratio of the apparent diffusion experiment. Several echoes 
are acquired with several data points and the echoes are added. This improves the 
accuracy of the determination of the apparent diffusion coefficient significantly. This 
is demonstrated in Fig. 9 where the normalized single peak is compared with the 
normalized peak arising from the sum of 32 echoes plus a small shift, so they do not 
overlap.

Using either 1 or 32 echoes, the procedure for determining the average droplet 
size and the DSD was repeated 20 times. The result is shown in Fig. 10, where the 
average droplet size found from a stable synthetic emulsion of 10% water cut is 
found to be much more stable using 32 echoes than 1 echo. The impact of this vari-
ation is demonstrated in the DSD, where the DSD is rather stable using 32 echoes 
while it varies a lot when using only 1 echo.

2.4  The Slice Selective Multi‑Echo DSD Method

There are situations where a bulk phase of water is present simultaneously with the 
emulsion. This could be an unstable emulsion where coalescence and separation 
have taken place leaving a bulk phase at the bottom and a residual emulsion phase 
at the top. In such a situation, it is not possible to determine the average droplet size 
using the sequence shown in Fig. 8, as the apparent diffusion coefficient will be a 
combination of the water from the emulsion phase and the bulk phase. Thus, the 
method for determining the average droplet size from the apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient will be biased toward larger droplet sizes due to the interference from the bulk 
diffusion.

To avoid the bulk phase, one may apply a shaped RF pulse in combination with a 
slice gradient to select the region of interest, i.e., a slice selective sequence as shown 
in Fig. 11. After having run the SRD–PFGSE–STE part of the sequence shown in 
Fig.  8, the 90-degree RF pulse brings the magnetization back into the detection 
plane ( xy ). The slice gradient ensures that the acquired signal arises from the emul-
sion phase only. The slice gradient and the frequency can then be chosen such that 
the emulsion phase is the only region contributing the acquired signal, and the oil 

Fig. 9  Comparing the noise level from one echo versus the sum of 32 echoes. The two peaks to the right 
are normalized plus a small shift between the two to avoid overlap
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phase has already vanished due to the long Δ delay. The slice gradient is so weak 
that there will be insignificant motional encoding and decoding as compared to the 
PFGSE part of the sequence.

3  Experimental

For characterizing emulsions, two types of butter were used: one full fat butter (FB), 
and one soft butter where rape seed oil (FS) was added as an ingredient. Both sys-
tems contained approximately 20% water, 78% fat, and 2% of macromolecules as 

Fig. 10  Comparing the determination of the average droplet size and its DSD when using 1 (C) and 
32 (B) echoes in the SRD–PFGSE–STE–CPMG experiment. The experiment is repeated 20 times (A). 
Average droplet size is 18.1 ± 7.5 µm with 1 echo and 16.6 ± 1.5 µm using 32 echoes. The emulsion used 
was a synthetic emulsion using a high viscous model oil (Primol 352 from Brenntag Nordic A/S) mixed 
with a surfactant (Span 80 from Fluka) and water to form stable emulsion with low water cut 10%

Fig. 11  The combined, and slice, selective SRD–PFGSE–STE–CPMG sequence. The last 90-degree RF 
pulse is a shaped pulse imposed in the presence of a slicing gradient
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protein and carbohydrates. The samples were contained in 18 mm NMR tubes and 
measured by a R4 20  MHz permanent magnet spectrometer supplied by Applied 
Magnetic Resonance Ltd., UK. The spectrometer has the option of running pulsed 
magnetic field gradients where the maximum gradient strength is approximately 350 
Gauss/cm and the duration of the 90-degree RF pulse is 8 µs. The gradient pulse 
length was 1.0 ms, the eddy current dead time was 1.0 ms, and the inter-echo spac-
ing of the PFGSE part of the sequence was 4 ms (τ = 2 ms). The eddy current dead 
time of 1 ms was applied for the whole range of applied gradient strengths up to 300 
Gauss/cm. With the given gradient pulse duration and eddy current dead time, the 
observation time in the PFGSE part of the sequence is 2.7 ms, which is then used 
in Eq. 5 to find the average surface-to-volume ratio. The sample could be heated or 
cooled by flowing air around the sample tube in the spectrometer. The phase cycle 
applied in the stimulated echo part of the sequences is the one proposed by Fauth 
et.al [16] while keeping the phase of the 180-degree RF pulses fixed.

In the multi-profile sequence, a τ-value of 1.5 ms was applied and the strength 
of the read gradient (G2) was 4.3 Gauss/cm. As each echo was acquired with 128 
data points using a filter of 100 kHz, this resulted in a resolution of 0.4 mm for the 
profile.

To verify the slice selective determination of the DSD, a sample of 50% bulk 
water and 50% butter was studied. The butter was in a liquid state at 4 °C to produce 
a homogeneous emulsion phase with a water content of approximately 20% on top 
of the bulk water phase.

Finally, the breakup of a foam was studied, which has different characteristics 
from a liquid–liquid dispersion and is an unstable emulsion. Pure water with small 
amounts of dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid and 0.5% Star San (Five Star Chemicals 
& Supply Inc.) was mixed with a propeller. The produced foam was placed in NMR 
tubes of 38 mm with a sample height of ~ 40 mm and immediately characterized in 
a 2 MHz permanent magnet spectrometer supplied by Applied Magnetic Resonance 
Ltd., UK. The RF probe was a high sensitivity probe supplied by MRF Innovations. 
This system also delivered magnetic field gradient pulses. The applied strength can 
be up to approximately 35 Gauss/cm.

4  Results and Discussion

Here, the multi-echo approach is applied on systems where it is vital to enhance the 
signal-to-noise ratio in particular for systems that are foam-like or become unstable, 
e.g., heating of butter from 20 °C to 30 °C. As examples for the characterization of 
emulsions, two types of butter have been applied, one full fat butter (FB) emulsion 
and one where rape seed oil has been added to the full fat butter phase to produce a 
butter (SB) emulsion that is more smooth at storage temperature (~ 4 °C).

4.1  Characterizing two types of butter

The full fat butter (FB) and soft butter (FS) were first characterized at 0 °C to deter-
mine the quantity of the water. Figure 3 shows the separated water signal that was 
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quantified to 21.0% for the FB and 19.5 for the SB. This is close to the declara-
tion of 20% water as extracted from the list of nutrients (water content = 100 minus 
percentage of nutrients per 100  g). A small variation in proton density between 
fat and water is disregarded as these values are estimates only. The samples were 
then heated to room temperature (20  °C) and the DSD was determined using the 
SRD–PFGSE–STE–CPMG sequence shown in Fig. 8. As the apparent diffusion at 
an observation time of 2.7 ms was found to be 2.4 × 10

−10  m2/s (FB) and 1.6 × 10
−10 

 m2/s (SB), the root mean squared distance is much less than the root mean squared 
distance of bulk diffusion. Consequently, the asymptotic limit given in Eq.  9 was 
applied to find the average droplet size and to determine the DSD from the Inverse 
Laplace Transform of the CPMG attenuation. With the measured apparent diffusion 
coefficients, the average droplet sizes were then found to be 3.7 ± 0.4 µm for FB and 
3.0 ± 0.3 µm for SB. These values are in accordance with average droplet size meas-
urements  (d33) reported elsewhere [17, 18]. After determination of the DSD of the 
FB and SB, the temperature of the air flow was set to 30 °C, and the water profiles 
were determined repeatedly for an hour. Due to the multi-echo profile approach with 
the recording of 60 echoes, the number of scans could be set to 4 and the SRD to 
1 s. Then the profiles could be recorded every 27 s for FB (Δ = 1.5 s) and every 31 s 
for SB (Δ = 2 s).

In Fig. 12, the development of the butter emulsions during heating from 20 °C to 
30 °C is shown. The upper plots (C) show the initial profile versus the final profile 
after 1 h of heating. While FB remains unaltered in water content along the direction 
of gravity, the SB changes shape of the water profile significantly. After 1 h, there is 
a 10 mm region with a water content of ~ 45% while the water content is negligible 
above this region.

The evolution of the profiles is shown as two-dimensional contour plots in the 
middle (B) of Fig. 12. Here, it is seen that the FB does not change its water profile 
during the 1-h acquisition (135 profiles) while there is a clear evolution of SB as 
it is heated (120 profiles acquired in one our). Up to 15 min, the approximate time 
it takes to heat the sample, the profile remains unaltered, then the profile intensity 
starts to increase in the lower region of the emulsion and consequently that water 
intensity becomes less in the upper region of the emulsion. After 1 h, the water con-
tent has increased to around 45% in the lower region of the emulsion with negligible 
water above this region. The upper region resembles the oil phase while the lower 
region does not express a water bulk phase as the local viscosity is higher than that 
of pure water.

The two samples were then cooled down to 20  °C and the DSD was re-meas-
ured. The apparent diffusion coefficients were found to be 1.2  10–9  m2/s (FB) and 
2.0  10–9  m2/s (SB), and to determine the DSD, the short observation time approach 
was employed. With the measured apparent diffusion coefficients, the average drop-
let sizes were then found to be 7.6 ± 0.7 µm for FB and 56.0 ± 5.6 µm for SB. In the 
lower plots (C) of Fig. 12, the DSD acquired at 20 °C (initial) and heated to 30 °C 
for 1 h (final) are shown. For the SB, both the water profile and the DSD indicate 
sedimentation and coalescence of the droplets to form bigger droplets. However, the 
value of the water cut of 30 ~ 45% from the bottom up to 10 mm indicates that a 
more densely packed layer of water droplets is formed where the droplets are not 
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necessarily spherical. For the FB, the water profile indicates no change while the 
DSD indicates that coalescence is occurring but has not yet formed droplets large 
enough to observe a change in the water profile due to sedimentation.

4.2  Characterizing Emulsions in the Presence of a Bulk Phase

There are situations of a residual emulsion where the emulsion only partly separates 
into bulk phases [19, 20] and has residual water droplets in the oil phase. A multi-
echo approach for measuring the residual emulsion has been proposed in Sect. 2.4. 
To verify the approach, a sample with liquid butter on the top of a bulk water phase 
was measured. For comparison, a sample of liquid butter was measured as well. The 
slice selective method was used to determine the DSD in addition to the method 
without slice selection. In Fig. 13, the normalized DSD is shown for the two sam-
ples. The solid line represents the DSD determined with the slice selective method 

Fig. 12  Two butter samples—(left side) full fat butter (FB) and (right side) soft butter (SB)—character-
ized at 20 °C and during heating up to 30 °C. A shows the measured water profile at 20 °C (initial) and 
after heating up to 30  °C (final). B shows the evolution of the water profiles as contour plots during 
heating from 20 °C to 30 °C (final). C shows the measured DSD at 20 °C (initial) and after heating up to 
30 °C (final)
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on the butter/water sample while the dashed line represents the DSD determined 
with the method without slice selection on butter only. The distributions do not 
overlap exactly but they are very similar in both position and width of the DSD. 
One may conclude that the bulk water does not contribute significantly to the DSD. 
By comparison, the DSD achieved with the method without slice selection on the 
butter/water sample is shown (‘x’ marked). Here, the DSD is shifted toward much 
larger droplets This is expected since the apparent measured diffusion will have con-
tributions from both the bulk diffusion and restricted diffusion and will consequently 
be biased toward bigger droplets.

There are other ways to target the water droplets in the oil while there is a bulk 
phase at the bottom. One way could be to apply the PFGSTE diffusion experiment 
with observation time of 1 s. Then if the water droplets are of the order of 10 µm, 
one could suppress the bulk water as the apparent diffusion coefficient will be of the 
order of  10–9  m2/s while the apparent diffusion coefficient of water confined in the 
droplets will be of the order of  10–11  m2/s. The root mean squared displacement for 
bulk water with an observation time of 1 s is more than 100 µm, and then the asymp-
totic limit is reached for droplets of 10 µm size and can be used to determine DSD 
while the bulk water signal is suppressed.

Diffusion weighted profile experiments can also be applied to determine the aver-
age droplet sizes of the emulsion in the presence of bulk water at the bottom [7].

4.3  Characterization of Foam

The breakup of foam could be a separation of air bubbles from a water phase, and 
the speed at which this takes place can be high. Then it is crucial to have a fast 
method for determining the water profile with proper signal-to-noise ratio. A foam 
was made according to the description provided in Sect. 4, and profiles of the water 

Fig. 13  DSD measured with (solid line (butter/water) and without slice selection (the dashed line (butter 
only) and ‘x’-marked (butter/water))
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signal were recorded every 16 s for 7 min using the 2 MHz spectrometer with sam-
ple diameter and height of 40 mm.

Figure 14 shows the measured initial water profile and final water profile after 
6  min, and the evolution of the water profiles as a contour plot. As it took some 
time to place the foam in the NMR tube and start the profile measurements, the first 
profile was measured approximately 45 s after the end of foam production. Already 
by 45 s, a small peak starts to evolve at the bottom indicating a fast breakup of the 
foam. In the contour plot in Fig. 14, less than 5 min elapsed to accumulate the bulk 
water phase at the bottom (< 10  mm) while there were some minor quantities of 
foam from 10 and up to 20 mm.

5  Conclusion

New methods for characterizing emulsions have been presented along with exam-
ple applications to determine the evolution of the vertical distribution of water, and 
the water droplet size distribution. These methods apply the multi-echo approach 
to significantly improve signal to noise in the NMR experiments for systems that 
are more unstable or foam-like. For these unstable emulsions with rapidly evolv-
ing phase separation, such as emulsions undergoing heating, the spoiler recovery 
delay– stimulated echo–Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill (SRD–PFGSE–STE–CPMG) 
sequence accurately determined the evolving water profile. The methods were also 
used to determine the dispersed phase DSD in the presence of the fully separated 
bulk phase layer. These methods provide new applications that use NMR to charac-
terize emulsions with low water content, low viscosity oil or being unstable.

Author Contributions Corresponding author wrote the main manuscript text and prepared all figures. All 
authors reviewed the manuscript.

Fig. 14  The breakup of foam. Plot to the left shows the initial and final water profile while the right plot 
shows the evolution from foam to a water liquid at the bottom. Water content in the foam was found to be 
20%
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